(Abstract.)
The decomposition into its linear factors of a decomposable quadric function cannot he effected in a symmetrical manner otherwise than by formulae containing supernumerary arbitrary quantities; thus, for a binary quadric (which of course is always decomposable) we have («> cX?> y)2 =^ ^ y 'y ^r0(^ { jOG** y') ± v '« c -s2(a?y-or the expression for a linear factor is 1 ~7T i y , h> cXx>vXx'> ± which involves the arbitrary quantities (x',y ') . And this appears to be the reason why, in the analytical theory of the conic, the questions which involve the decomposition of a decomposable ternary quadric have been little or scarcely at all considered: thus, for in stance, the expressions for the coordinates of the points of inter section of a conic by a line (or, say, the line-equations of the two ineunts), and the equations for the tangents (separate each from the other) drawn from a given point not on the conic, do not appear to have been obtained. All these questions depend on the decomposition of a decomposable ternary quadric, which decompo sition itself depends on that for the simplest case, when the quadric is a perfect square. Or we may say that in the first instance they depend on the transformation of a given quadric function U = (* 3 jjr, y, z)2 into the form W2 + V , where W is a linear funct given, save as to constant factor (that is, W = 0 is the equation of a given line), and Y is a decomposable quadric function, which is ultimately decomposed into its linear factors, = QR, so that we have U = W 2 + QR. The formula for this purpose, which is exhibited in the eight different forms I, II, III, IV, I(bis), Il(bis), Ill(bis), IV(bis), is the analytical basis of the whole theory, and the greater part of the Memoir relates to the establishment of these forms. It will be sufficient for the present abstract to quote one only of these forms, viz., .y x',y < x', y', z' l, m, n __ where the notation (which is of course explained in the Memoir) will, I think, be understood without difficulty, and I do not stop to explain it here.
The solution of the geometrical questions above referred to is, as [May 22,  shown in the Memoir, involved in and given immediately by these forms. It is also shown that the formulae are greatly simplified in the case e. g. of tangents drawn to a conic from a point in a conic having double contact with the first-mentioned conic, and that in this case they lead to the linear automorphic transformation of the ternary quadric. The Memoir concludes with some formulae re lating to the case of two conics, which, however, is treated of in only a cursory manner.
M ay 22, 1862.
Major-General SABINE, President, in the Chair.
The following Gentlemen were proposed by the Council for Election as Foreign Members, and it was announced that they would be balloted for at the next Ordinary Meeting of D ear General Sa b in e ,-I have ventured to think that a word of my proceedings may be acceptable to yon, though I have been much more tardy in getting into observing order than I had expected. It is indeed only now that I am able to make observations without rinding some one pait or other of my apparatus capable of improve ment. At length, however, I find my hopes exceeded in the per fection, precision, and facility with which my colossal equatorial is dnected and carried on : the driving motion is indeed as perfect and uniform, I believe, as that of any telescope with which I am acquainted. For the luxury of observing two assistants are necessarj%
